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suniel shetty [sp. app.] and nikitin dheer [sp.] have come together to give us a film with ‘mission istaanbul’ (2008), based on the novel of the same name. this is the story of three 'heroes' - a cop and two friends - who set out to avenge the death of a friend, purely because the cops screwed up the
crime. an attempt to create a thriller that delights as it progresses evidently failing is mission istanbul. starring zayed khan zayed khan aka zayed abbas khan is the son of the >> read more.., sunielshetty, vivekoberoi and shriyasaran intertwining various stories into one big mission is what the film

is all about. however, lovers of action fares are in for a treat, since the stunts, action and chase sequences in mission istaanbul are truly captivating. sure, a few sequences aren’t for the faint-hearted, but you can’t help but put your hands together for these sequences and the men behind those
death-defying stunts. welcome to the complete cast and crew page for mission istaanbul: darr ke aagey jeet hai! (2008) on cinestaan.com. here you will find the full list of cast and crew who have worked on mission istaanbul: darr ke aagey jeet hai! (2008). you can also view the crew by department
using the drop-down menu. like the other films in the post-raaz era, mission istaanbul also has a little of everything. from romance to action, from coming-of-age to satire, from comedy to suspense and mystery, mission istaanbul has it all. while the execution of the film is rather ragged in places, the
characters are well-etched, and the story, although predictable, has enough originality to keep you hooked. in addition, the story, with its nuances of terrorism and peace, makes mission istaanbul much more relevant than most of the terrorism-themed films that have been released lately. the film is

also refreshingly free of the usual hollywood inspired cliches.
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the film is about the trafficking of human beings and the stories of two people who come across two boys on the ship and help them escape from traffickers. the latest release in the film is the song album which has been composed by the makers of the film. the song album mission mission has been
released on the 20th of july 2017 and the music video has been released on the same day. movie name : mission istaanbul (2008)cast & crew : zayed khan, vivek oberoi, shabbir ahmed, shreya saran, suniel shetty, nikitin dheermusic : shamir tandon, chirantan bhatt, anu malik, mika singhcategory :
hindi movies mission istaanbul storyline: the film opens with sunil thakur (suniel shetty) being about to be hanged for a crime he did not commit. he is accompanied by his lawyer, javed khan (zayed khan), and the film is set in the days leading up to sunil's execution. as sunil is about to be hanged,
javed comes across a strange man named razak (vivek oberoi) who believes that sunil is innocent. razak also says that he knows of another man who can prove sunil's innocence. so, javed arranges for sunil to be pardoned. this is a story of revenge, and sunil is eventually reunited with his family

after he discovers the truth about the man he did not kill. mission istaanbul starcast: suniel shetty, vivek oberoi, shabbir ahluwalia, shreya saran, nikitin dheer, rajpal yadavdirector: sudhir mishraproduction company: remo picturesmusic director: anu malikyear: 2008language: hindicountry:
indiaruntime: 1 hr and 10 mins mission istanbul 2008 directed by sudhir mishra produced by remo pictures music director anu malik cast suniel shetty, vivek oberoi, shabbir ahluwalia, shreya saran, nikitin dheer storyline sunil thakur (suniel shetty) is about to be hanged for a crime he did not
commit. he is accompanied by his lawyer, javed khan (zayed khan), and the film is set in the days leading up to sunil's execution. as sunil is about to be hanged, javed comes across a strange man named razak (vivek oberoi) who believes that sunil is innocent. razak also says that he knows of
another man who can prove sunil's innocence. so, javed arranges for sunil to be pardoned. this is a story of revenge, and sunil is eventually reunited with his family after he discovers the truth about the man he did not kill.sunil thakur (suniel shetty) is about to be hanged for a crime he did not

commit. 5ec8ef588b
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